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Daniel Buchholtz

From: Amy Nikrad <braimers@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2022 10:19 PM
To: City
Cc: Brom & Amy Nikrad
Subject: University Ave Svc Drive between 79th Ave and Rosedale Rd Issue

 
Hello, 
 
We received a letter regarding an upcoming meeting for the University Service Rd issues.  We are 
unfortunately not able to make the meeting on the 19th, however are in agreement with the proposal to 
make this street a no parking zone to eliminate congestion, litter, and overall safety.   
 
The traffic we've observed tends to be due to the residents of the Northtown Apartments parking their 
cars continually.  It was not this way 2-3 years prior but started to gradually become an issue with cars 
parked along the whole side of the street and at times on both sides.  As a result, cars could not get 
through both ways due to lack of space. There has also been auto work done on vehicles where the doors 
are open creating space issues and cars themselves are parked diagonal in the street where you can't get 
through (the residents wouldn't move the car either and you had would have to back up and take another 
route).   Additionally, at times people have stood outside their parked vehicles playing loud music which is 
also a nuisance. 
 
The trash/litter was also becoming a problem due to people throwing their garbage on the street when 
they get out of their cars.  Last summer, there was a couch thrown in the ditch as well as old tires.  The 
SLP city council acted on this and it hasn't been as bad, but I have noticed more trash since the vehicles 
parking on the street are picking up again. 
 
Recently, it appears 2-3 of the apartment residents are parking their work vans in the street which is not 
a parking lot for them.  Below is a picture. 
 
University Service Drive has not been the only street the residents have been parking on, but the Service 
Rd is the worst offender and it's gotten out of hand.  I'm not sure why they are parking on the streets and 
not in their designated parking lots, but it would be appreciated to eliminate congestion, litter, safety and 
overall appearance of our nice neighborhood. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.  Thank you kindly for your consideration and review. 
 
 

  This message was sent from outside of the organization. Please do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the source of this 
email and know the content is safe.  
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Kind Regards, 
Brom & Amy Nikrad 
325 Rosedale Rd NE 


